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We reconsider Fujikawa's derivation of the critical dimension of the relativistic string in the 

path integral formulation. It is shown that the correct prescription for choosing the 

functional measure is obtained by requiring standard BRST-invariance without 

modifications and that Fujikawa's choice of measure is not unique. We find a one-parameter 

family of BRST-invariant measures even after fixing a gauge for local Weyl rescalings. 

Gauge independence of the resulting theory is demonstrated in the critical number of 

dimensions. 
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The relativistic string can be described as a field theory 
in two dimensions with the string co-ordinates 
representing a set of scalar fields on the world-surface 
coupled in a leparametrization-invariant way to the 
geometry of the world-surface [1]. In an influential 
paper, Polyakov showed [2] that the critical dimension 
of the string can be understood from the requirement of 
conformal symmetry of the quantized version of this 
two-dimensional field theory. Fujikawa subsequently 
rederived the critical dimension by using BRST-
invariance of the string as a guide in constructing die 
measure of the path-integral and requiring conformal 
symmetry of this measure [3]. His method was applied 
to computing the critical dimensions of various 
generalized string models in refs. [4-6]. 

In th;s note we present a simplified and more direct 
version of Fujikawa's derivation. It differs from the 
original argument in two respects. First, it does not 
rely on Fujikawa's derivation of die BRST-invariant 
functional measure for quantum gravity as presented in 
[7]. His derivation uses a kind of linearized form of 
BRST-transformations for the co-ordinate ghosts, 
whereas in the following we use the full non-linear 
BRST-symmetry of the co-ordinate ghosts. In fact, we 
find a more general class of BRST-invariant functional 
measures for the string than the one used in ref. [3]. 
Second and contrary to [3], in the following Weyl 
rescalings are treated on par with reparametrizations by 
fixing gauges for all these local symmetries 
simultaneously. The critical dimension comes out 
directly as a self-consistency condition when BRST-
invariance of the measure is imposed. In addition, by 
paraphrasing Fujikawa's original derivation we find a 
direct proof of die gauge-independence of the functional 
integral. 

The classical action for the free bosonic string is [ 1 ] 

Sc/. - \ ƒ & Vg g<* BjP dt^M. (1) 

It is invariant under general co-ordinate transformations 

on the world-surface and under Weyl rescalings of the 
metric %af,\ the latter do not act on the string co
ordinates XM. In order to write a well-defined function
al integral for the quantum string we choose a con-
formal gauge 

gafr-pCz.z^afc, (2) 

where die functional form of p(z,z) may be prescribed 
by using die local conformal symmetry. For example, 
on a Riemann surface of genus p-0, we can choose the 
Kahler metric [8] 

1 

g — g f c - ï g z z ' g ^ - O - O) 

2(1 + ZZ/4R2)2 

corresponding to a sphere of radius R. On a general 
Riemann surface, p depends also on a set of modular 
parameters [9] which account for the conformally 
inequivalent classes of Riemann surf? ;es of the same 
genus. These complications can be avoided by 
restricting attention to die sphere, which is sufficient 
for determination of die critical dimension. However, 
die following derivation does not depend explicidy on 
such a choice. In die conformal gauge die Faddeev-
Popov procedure gives for die full quantum action 
[3,4,9,10] 

S, - Sd + \Sz {Vf d^g^ + V, d"gzz+ 

- gzi(C»azC*+C*^5C* 

-2C**£D)}. (4) 

HereCa, C D are the co-ordinate and Weyl ghosts, 

respectively, whilst C°P and dPP are anti-ghosts and 

Lagrange multipliers (we have lumped all terms 

proportional to C " into €TJ and we have left out 

terms which vanish in this gauge). One can now 

eliminate the Weyl ghost Cr> the Lagrange multiplier 



fields {d} and die components of the metric to obtain 

s?-jd2z{-d5xMazXM-p(c=azcS+ 
C^3JC Z ) } . <5) 

This action is invariant under die following BRST-
transformations 

5XM-AC°3aXM , 

8C« -ACPdpC», 

oê*»*- A{CPdpC««-T00+(2aötCÖ4CPdplnp)C00}. 

(no sum over ct.a) (6) 

where 

T « - - l / ^ X l ^ X M , T " = - * / d z x M d XM. (7) 
P P 

The path integral now has to satisfy two requirements: 

(a) it must be invariant under the BRST-transformat-
ions; this is necessary to get a unitary quantum 
theory in a positive-definite state-space [11]; 

(b) it must be independent of die particular choice 
of p. 

The last requirement follows from die observation, that 
die classical action is completely independent of die 
component g zj of die metric. It appears in the quantum 
action only in the Fadeev-Popov terms. If the number 
of degrees of freedom in die quantum dieory is to be 
die same as in die classical theory, the apparent p-
dependence must disappear upon functional integration. 
We will find, mat (b) is explicitly implied by (a). 

We must construct an invariant functional measure for 
die fields XM, C a and C0"*. Since we may expect die 
measure to depend on p, we choose as our integration 
variables 

*M „ pmxM, £ a _ pkca, " C o a . p n c « o ( 8 ) 
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with k, m, n constants to be determined by die 
requirement of BRST-invariance. This leads to a 
modified action 

S , - Jd*z{- dlJp-^MtfrCp^XM) 

ex. 

and modified BRST-transformations 

6XM - Apkït«»d0XM - mC«dalnpXM], 

6C« = Apk [CPap t t t - ktPC^plnp], 

Stow - Ap-ktcPdpt00- p n+kT°« + 

+ (2dsC« + (l-n-k)t ftty|iip)taB].<10) 

Taking into account die anti-commuting nature of die 
ghosts, we find for die Jacobian of die transformations 
[10]: 

J«1 + A(J, + J 2 + J3) (11) 

where die various terms are 

J! - DTr (CadoS^z-z')- m62(z-z,)Caaolnp), 

J2 - Tr (- 2Cada52(z-z') + S ^ z - z ' ^ C 0 

+ 2k52(z-z')C03ainp), 

J3 - Tr (- 2Cc9a52(z-z*)- 282(z-z ,)[3aC° + 

+ (1-n)C«dalnp]).<12) 

Expanding die delta-functions into a complete ortho-

normal set for each of die fields (•„ for Xn , %n for C° 

and T|n for t ° ° ) eq. (11) becomes after partial 
integration 

J - l -A Jd*z q •n(z»n<z> (-i3aCa-mDC«3aInp) 

+ Ï %n(z>Xn(z)Wa + 2kCaaalnp) 
+ in„U)nB(z)fdoCa 

+ 2(n -l^oflolnp)}. (13) 

BRST-invariance requires die vanishing of this 

expression. For diis to happen we must take 
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2m = k-2( l -n) . (14) 
Then 

J - l - Aj<*z {--C-ï*a(z)*n(z) + 2Zxnfrkn<*) 

" ï %(**„(*)} • <daP° + 2mC «da!np), 

(15) 

and we have to find values of (m,D) such that the 
infinite sums over orthonormal functions in (IS) 
cancel. This is possible, because after proper 
rcgularization and integration over (z, z) only die zero-
modes contribute. In order to regularize this expression 
we follow Fujikawa's procedure [3,12]: 

Tr A(x)o(x-x') - ƒ dx A(x) J « „ ( x ^ x ) 

- 1£ JdxA(x)Ztn(x)e-£én(x) . 
(16) 

Here D 2 is the appropriate Laplacian for each set of 
fields, determined from the action (9). We use the 
result [3,4]: 

- '/«it (Mp2**-® + '/, (0+2PX-amp». 
(17) 

The parameter %A2 is a cut-off for the quadratic 
divergence in (17). The expression (15) now becomes: 

J - l - J L m(26-D) ]êz ( - D tapXd«C° + 2mC <*3alnp) 

+ £ fo 2 (2 -D)Jó*zd 0 £« (18) 

The second term is a total divergence and cancels widi 
appropriate boundary conditions for die ghost (such as 
periodic boundary conditions for the closed string). 
Thus the quadratic divergence cancels in the Jacobian. 
Then it follows from the first term, that BRST-invar-
iance of the padi-integral is obtained for nwO if D-26. 
Note, that BRST-invariance does not fix the value of 
m and we find a BRST-invariant measure for any non
zero value. However, it is not allowed to take m-0, 
since this corresponds to a gauge p-1 which is not 

possible everywhere on die Riemann sphere, or any 
equivalent Riemann surface (on higher genus surfaces 
we must take into account die effect of die modular 
parameters). A comparison widi [3] shows, mat Fuji
kawa's choice of functional integration measure cor
responds to m - V2. 

Finally we prove, diat die functional integral is in
dependent of die particular choice of p(z,z). To see 
dus, note diat a different choice p'(z,z) can be brought 
back to die initial choice of p(z,z) by a local reseating 
of XM , t a and t « ° , as follows: 

p'(z,z) - e ^ p f c z ) — *** - emöXM, 
£«a_e2ino£at 

tr a o «e- , n < , t : o a . (19) 

Such local rescalings were discussed in [3,4]. We 
follow diese papers and note, diat die Jacobian for an 
infinitesimal change of gauge is 

J - 1 + T^o(lnDJ*11(z)6n(z•)-4mZxn(ï)Xn(2,) 
+ 2m$1l1I(z)nI1(z•)), (20) 

where we regularize die delta-functions as before. 
Using eq. (17) we obtain 

J - l - ^ ( D - 2 6 ) J d 2 K j ( - D l n p ) + 

+ JE m(D-2) jdhop7*. (21) 

The fint term vanishes again for D-26 and arbitrary 
non-zero value of m. The quadratic divergence in die 
second term can be absorbed by die variation of a local 
counteiterm in die action of die form [2,3] 

AS - - %nW(p-2) \êz g». (22) 

In our gauge g - p 2 and this counterterm i* fieJd-in-
dependent,hence manifestly BRST-invariant. It can be 
interpreted as an infinite renormalization of die path-
integral, or equivalendy as a renormalization of die 
vacuum energy. This last interpretation is particularly 
clear if one uses Fujikawa's choice m - V2, since in 
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that case die counteiterm admits an interpretation as a 
cosmologicai constant on die woridsheet {2,3]. whence 
it is mairifesdy reparametrization-invariant. 

This work is part of the research program of the 
Stichting FOM. 

Note added 

After this work was completed we became aware of a 
recent paper of Fujikawa in which he also discusses 
the gauge fixing procedure for Weyl invariancc (13J. 
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